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The CDEX program pursues the direct detection of light dark matter candidates with an array of germanium
detectors since 2009 at the deepest operating underground site located in Sichuan, China. Searches of modu-
lation effect of light WIMPs[1], WIMPs-nucleus interaction via Midgal effect[2], dark photon model[3], solar
axions and axion-like particles[4] as well as the effective-Field-theory-involved interactions[5] have been re-
cently carried out based on the CDEX-1 and CDEX-10 experiments. An upgraded dark matter experiment of
the CDEX-50dm is proposed and on-going together with the R&D programs on the key low radioactivity tech-
nologies including electroformed copper at the underground site, fabrication and the extra-low-background
front-ends of the various germanium detector types, operations of a germanium detector with its bare crystal
immersed in liquid nitrogen, possible hybrid Anti-Compton detectors of the mixed PEN and liquid/solid argon
as well as radon mitigation of a 1725 meter cube liquid nitrogen tank. Results and the prospects of the CDEX
dark matter program will be described and discussed.
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